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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

A. Conclusion  

Based on the research findings above, the researcher take 

a conclusion and the conclusion can be described as follows :  

1. The Form of Directive Speech Act  in Jurassic World 

2015 movie 

The researcher found three form of Directive Speech Act 

From the finding in Jurassic World 2015 movie’s utterance, 

the characters intentionally utters the directive speech act by 

using this form in order to express the characters feeling. This 

indicates that this form is important and it is used widely in 

everyday conversation in our daily activity. So in this 

subchapter the researcher will telling what the researcher was 

found in this movie, the form of directive speech act consist of 

: imperative, interrogative and declarative. The use of 

imperative form of directive speech act occurs in the 

conversation between participants who have close relationship.  

a. Imperative (173 utterances)  

From the data of imperative there are 173 data or 

41,29%. And from the 173 data is divide into  four part, 

there are : command, request, suggestion and warning. In 

imperative sentence.  
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b. Interogative ( 200 utterances)  

Interogative is viewed more polite than imperative. 

Interogative types of directive utterance are usually applied 

by soften. From the data of interogative there are 200 data 

or 47,73%.  

c. Declarative (46 utterances)  

The last form is declarative consist of 46 data or 

10,98 %, show the declarative sentence used by character 

when they utters directive speech act. The use of this form 

to give more the fact information  related to the directive 

speech act  

 

2. Kind of directive speech act are found in Jurassic World 

2015 movie 

The kinds of directive speech act found in Jurassic 

World 2015 movie are proposed by searle, namely command, 

request, suggestion, and warning. From the total number of 

173 directive speech act, the researcher found 48 utterances 

are identified as command, 17 request utterances, 10 

suggestion utterances, and the last is 14 warning utterances. 

a. Command ( 48 utterances )  

Command is the dominant kind of directive speech acts 

in the Jurassic World 2015 movie. From the reserach above, 

the researcher found 48 utterances or about 27 % in 
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Command. The reasercher only choose two of the 

command are: 

a).  Datum 1/IMP/C/02:03/Karen  

b). Datum 9/C/IMP/02:31/Zach’s Girlfriend 

b. Request ( 17 utterances)  

Request is an expression of what the speaker wants the 

addressee to do something. In request, the hearer can either 

obey of refuse it.from the research above, the researcher 

found 17 data were categorized into requesting or about 9 

%. Two of the request are :  

a). Datum 30/R/IMP/05:34/Park Announcer 

b). Datum 143/R/IMP/28:01/Claire 

c. Suggestion ( 10 utterances )  

Fom the research above, the researcher found 10 data 

were categorized into suggesting or about 5 %, The 

suggestion sentence is the lowest data of the four kind of 

directive speech act. Two of the suggestion are :  

a). Datum 21/SUGG/IMP/03:40/Karen  

b). Datum 76/SUGG/IMP/14:22/Claire  

d. Warning ( 14 utterances) 

From this research, the researcher found 14 data were 

categorized into warning or about 8 %. Warning in this 

movie show about the safety and to give warning someone. 

Two of the warning are :  

a). Datum 52/W/IMP/10:19/Zara  
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b). Datum 77/W/IMP/14:29/Claire 

 

B. Suggestion  

Based on the conclusion of the research, the research 

purposes the following suggestion :  

1. For the students, the researcher suggest to conduct further 

researcher using another sourch of data. It is expected that 

they learn more about directive speech act in order to 

understand or the reseracher hopefully to students to learn 

more in other movies. If people understand about the 

directive speech act, it will help them in communication with 

others. 

2. For the further research, the researcher hopes this research 

can be referable for further researcher to analysis directive 

speech act with the different object, such as magazine, novel, 

comic, etc. And hopefully the researcher will give benefit for 

the english Education students who want to do the similar 

research. 

3. For the English Eduation Department, the researcher suggest 

to the lecturer have to more give knowledge with specifcially 

about directive speech act in pragmatics lesson.  

 

 

 


